A MOBILE system for true PROPORTIONAL fertilizer injection.
A complete integrated solution for accurate fertigation at multiple locations.

The right model for mobile operations
Ideal for shared use at:
- golf courses
- park departments
- school district sports fields
- farms
- campuses
- landscape projects

The right concept
- Pumped venturi injection for reliability and low maintenance
- Meets EPA and state requirements for fertigation and chemigation equipment
- Share equipment and personnel costs among several fertigation sites.

The right mechanical equipment
- Three capacity choices to match your requirements
- Basic models are electric. Engine-powered units are also available.
- Big 535 gallon fertilizer tank for flexible operations
- On-board centrifugal pump for loading, unloading, transferring and mixing liquid fertilizer
- Custom trailer can operate on turf or on public highways
- Many thoughtful accessories are included

The right control system
- Computerized true ratio flow control for accurate fertigation under varying water line conditions
- Simple and intuitive control panel
- LCD display for concise operator injection
- Visual flow meter to confirm proper injection
- Manual control mode for unusual situations

The right supplier
Chemigation Systems International: one of the world's best-known manufacturers of fertigation equipment now offers a genuinely superior mobile fertigation system for golf courses and other projects requiring true proportional injection.

The right services
Customers sometimes need assistance with site planning, contractor coordination, start-up, commissioning, operation and maintenance. All these services are available from CSI. Annual service contracts are available.

CSI WANTS TO BE YOUR INJECTOR SUPPLIER.